Quick Bin

Included: 2 brackets, 1 carpeted sling and 4 levelers (screws)

Attach the 2 brackets to the panel simply by pushing them onto either side, anywhere along the carpeted display area. The left bracket is differentiated from the right with a hole drilled in the back.

There are 4 levelers (screws) included. Screw one about 2/3 of the way into each corner of the sling. There are rods running through the front and back of the sling with inserts in them that the levelers screw into.

On the sling, the side with a seam going horizontally down the middle will face towards the ground.

The brackets have notches cut into them on the top that the partially unscrewed levelers will drop into. Tighten the levelers all the way until your bin is secure.

Each bin holds up to 25 lbs.